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GOAL  

Standards are critical for interoperability, configurability and portability, three 

of the fundamental conditions underpinning agile manufacturing. 

The MTP Standards platform will address the challenges of developing new 

distributed industrial automation standards and supporting the convergence 

and/or harmonization of existing standards. 
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Improving Productivity in Industrial Automation Systems Design 
and Deployment and Supporting the System Life Cycle 
 
Overview of the Initiative 
 
Most industrial automation practitioners recognise that the majority of industrial 

control software implementations is done via ladder logic or function block 

programming. Compared to informatics the automation and control domain is 

very conservative; e.g.  most of the programming approaches and languages 

have been developed over the last 30 to 40 years. Nowadays the increasing 

complexity in automation systems urge for new approaches like component and 

model-driven concepts. Furthermore the downwards compatibility with existing 

implementations should also be guaranteed. This requires a harmonisation of 

different approaches and also standards (e.g. IEC 1131 and IEC 61499).  

 

In any case, the reality is that these software development tools are still tools for 

expert programmers, able to address only a portion of the complete design 

process. Each involved designer needs to spend his time:  

 

1) to understand the tools, to act in his area of expertise,  their dependencies 

on the ultimate hardware platform to be addressed and on the other 

hardware components, part of the sub-system but not directly controlled;   

2) to provide consistency between the implemented functionalities and the 

system function specifications; 

3) to communicate and collaborate with others expert, with different 

expertises, involved on the same or different portion of the system design 

project; 

4) to collaborate with the designers of other co-operating systems. 
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The real issue is the integration of various intelligent technologies into a complex 

control system which may include PLCs (or similar controller), motion control 

systems, robots etc. Typically the design process for such a system would 

require several design environments, all specific to the various components 

(control software, electrical drawings, mechanical drawings ) parts of the overall 

system with data exchange between the system elements.  

 

This has been a significant issue for many industrial automation areas.  Even the 

available integrated development environments do not enable domain expert 

level design of complex integrated system.   

 

The challenge is not so much to design “automation objects” or “automation 

components”, as these currently exist in various forms, rather it is to provide a 

design environment that will enable description of control strategies, 

communications schemes and automation hardware at a domain expert’s level in 

a common domain language. This design environment must also be able to 

subsequently and automatically, either generate code for the required hardware 

platforms or generate code for a generic embedded hardware platforms to allow 

test and validation of the developed functionalities. 
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The MEDEIA Project: Model Driven Embedded Systems Design 
Environment for the Industrial Automation Sector. 

The starting point for MEDEIA ( www.medeia.eu ) is the increasing inefficiency of 

the automation design process itself. As the level of automation and system 

complexity in factories and plants increases steadily, system engineering 

becomes progressively more difficult and less-productive. A new approach to 

achieving high degrees of functionality through improved interoperability of 

subsystems is under way within MEDEIA. 

The focus of the MEDEIA project is on “automation objects” or “automation 

components” as the basis for developing a model-based embedded systems 

design environment.  The MEDEIA project’s objective is a radical improvement in 

productivity for the development of embedded control systems within the 

industrial automation sector.    

The project goal of reducing system design time by 25% will be achieved through 

the systematic development of the following elements: 

1. A formal framework for model-driven component-based development of 

embedded control; 

2. An easily - understandable modelling method designed for use by domain 

experts;  

3. An integrated modelling of diagnostics;  

4. The integrated simulation and verification of systems design;  

5. An automatic, embedded, and platform specific code-generation for the 

deployment of control software to heterogeneous automation hardware;  

6. A series of proof–of-concept demonstrations on real-world applications by 

project partners in the application domain of robotics, manufacturing, 

power generation and automatic packaging. 
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The development of these elements will produce a pioneering methodology and 

a prototypical design and engineering framework for embedded system design, 

which will enable the industrial automation industry to reduce system design time 

and costs for the development of complex control systems.   

Through its automation components focus, the project will create a powerful 

method to design and maintain both long - term operational installations as well 

as automation solutions in environments with rapidly changing demands. To 

ensure wide usage of the project results a prototypical design tool will be 

developed and offered as an open source solution.  

Other issues of import include the lack of harmonisation between and among 

current industrial automation standards, particularly as relates to the IEC 61131-3 

and the IEC 61499 standards. OOONEIDA has launched a Compliance Profiles 

Working Group to develop various Compliance Profiles within the IEC 61499 

standard and OOONEIDA is also seeking collaboration with PLC OPEN in terms 

of launching a standards harmonisation project. 

The 4DIAC Initiative: Framework for Distributed Industrial 

Automation and Control 

The general aim of the 4DIAC initiative ( www.fordiac.org ) is to provide an open, 

IEC 61499 standard compliant framework, that gives the opportunity to establish 

an automation and control environment based on the targets portability, 

configurability and interoperability. Currently, the following two projects are under 

development of the 4DIAC initiative: 

• IEC 61499 compliant runtime environment (FORTE) 

• IEC 61499 compliant engineering tool (4DIAC-IDE) 
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Contributors of FORTE/4DIAC-IDE code are protected from liability for any use 

that may be made of their contributed code by the Eclipse Public License (EPL) – 

Version 1.0 – governing the use of such code. Furthermore, the EPL permits any 

party to offer commercial products based on the open source code and requires 

only that they make available publicly the original source code from the open 

source project. This means that a developer’s own additional intellectual property 

(IP) is fully protected. 

The 4DIAC open source initiative was founded in July 2007 by PROFACTOR 

GmbH and the Automation and Control Institute (ACIN) of the Vienna University 

of Technology. Furthermore this initiative is now conducted within, supported and 

promoted by the international automation network O3NEIDA.  

The 4DIAC initiative evolved out of two national funded research projects in 

Austria which will be described below. 

Technological Basis / Preceding Research Work 

The fundamental work for this open source initiative was completed during two 

Austrian funded research projects. These research projects have been funded by 

the FIT–IT: Embedded Systems program, an initiative of the Austrian federal 

ministry of transport, innovation, and technology (bm:vit). 

The µCrons project ( www.microns.org ): To overcome limitations of state of the 

art PLC-based automation technology the main goal is to provide an embedded 

system computing infrastructure (middleware) for online-reconfigurable real-time 

controlled mechatronic basic building blocks called µCrons. The main goal is to 

support predictable online reconfiguration f real-time application software that is 

distributed to µCrons. This work focuses on the provision of a middleware for the 

mechatronic building blocks that is able to execute industrial automation and 

control software in real-time and which allows control software to migrate across 

heterogeneous embedded systems on different mechatronic building blocks.  
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The εCEDAC project ( www.ecedac.org ): εCEDAC aims at delivering innovations 

necessary for component based development of safe, downtimeless, distributed 

embedded control and for fault-tolerant, controlled evolution of industrial control 

systems during their adaptation. It simplifies the transition from device-centered 

towards application-centered engineering of both control and evolution-control 

applications. Based on IEC 61499 εCEDAC introduces εCML, a new Evolution 

Control Modeling Language as a main innovation. εCML allows to model both 

process-control and evolution-control applications in a similar way. Therefore it 

satisfies the preferences of domain experts in the automation and control sector, 

who are rather more application experts than programming experts. The second 

essential innovation of this project is a novel hardware capability model for a new 

calculus featuring a detailed vector of actually available computing resources in a 

system. 

Actual 4DIAC Projects 

4DIAC-RTE/FORTE: The FORTE is a small portable implementation of an IEC 

61499 runtime environment targeting small embedded control devices (i.e. 

controllers with 16/32 Bit architecture). It provides the execution of basic function 

blocks, composite function blocks, and service interface function blocks according to 

IEC 61499. The FORTE is currently available for the following two platforms: A PC 

based version tested on i386 (Cygwin and Linux) and PPC (Linux), and an 

embedded ARM7 based version. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the FORTE design. 
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Fig. 1: IEC 61499-compliant Runtime Environment FORTE 

4DIAC-IDE: The 4DIAC-IDE provides an extensible engineering environment for 

modeling distributed control applications with IEC 61499. A hardware capability 

definition based on FDCML ( www.fdcml.org ) allows the modeling of control 

hardware and its interconnections through networks. The modeled applications 

can be downloaded to and uploaded from FORTE powered control devices 

according the means defined by the “IEC 61499 Compliance Profile for 

Feasibility Demonstrations” Error! Reference source not found..  

The basis of the 4DIAC-IDE is the Eclipse ( www.eclipse.org ) open tool framework. 

 
Fig. 2: IEC 61499-compliant Engineering Environment 4DIAC-IDE 

 

Planned Work, Resources and Timing 

This initiative will include the following activities: 

Activity 1: Discussion Forum on Standards Harmonisation 

This activity began a year ago at an IEC Technical Committee meeting and will 

continue.  A collaboration platform and wiki’s and blogs will be developed to allow 
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the community to share information and discuss distributed industrial automation 

related topics. 

Activity 2: Workshops & Dissemination 

Two international workshops are already planned during the period of this 

initiative. The first will be at the INDIN ’08 Conference in Korea in July 2008. The 

second will probably be at the EFTA’08 conference in Hamburg, September 

2008.  Other workshops will be scheduled over the next year. 

Furthermore, members of the initiative will organize sessions in known relevant 

conferences, special issues in scientific journals etc. 

Activity 3: Targeted experts exchanges 

This activity involves visits of experts to other’s places with concrete targets, for 

example: common work on a specific task of a project of the hosting 

organization, writing of a common paper, preparation of a new project etc.  Plans 

are already under way to apply for MEDEIA funding and discussions are also 

active within ISA, and Automation Federation members in the USA. 

Prospective participants as of 17 March 2008  
Regions involved: Switzerland, EU-NOR, USA,  
 
Projects involved: Partners involved:  
 

• 4DIAC Project group ( www.fordiac.org ),  
• MEDEIA Project group ( www.medeia.eu ),  
• O3neida Europe Asbl, OOONEIDA Inc. ,  
• ISA,  
• OMAC  
• (Discussions with other potential partners are in progress). 

 
Contact Information 
 
Antonio Valentini 
Address 
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